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Many people come into the forums with hardcore complaints. Others are tortured
by thought-forms, and still others have even incessantly practised all sorts of crap
they have found (authored by the enemy) as a spiritual exercise.

This has exposed them to spiritual disasters, a weakening of their spirit, and
generally people always complain about being lost. This massive loss, fear, or
even torture in some cases, leads them to Satan so they can get help.

Enemy spirituality *will* destroy you. This is its design and is the reason for why it
was created. The majority of it is made to mislead with one higher purpose in
mind, as it's authored by the enemy who is vile and spirituality hating, to destroy
you. The writings of the enemy have been purposefully corrupted, especially
those which are made for Goyim (Gentile people) readership and consumption.

The Jews know in-depth what is correct and proper; the studying Gentiles just
have no idea. Jews have been raised since infancy to 'get' these codes. They use
methods in deceiving the public. This is a method the Jews have used by
deception for thousands of years.

Every so often there is someone complaining. While the enemy at first may or
may not give 'favours' to people (this is to lure them in, like how one begins with
'free drugs' by their dealer to end up addicted and then dead and worse), but then
they give them up. This is, for example, the promise of 'love', 'salvation' etc. When
the connection is established, the torture begins. Because the people are too
dependent on this alien flick, they can never do anything spiritual for themselves.
This is because the enemy systems emphasize on dependence.

Call Archangel Shitrael to cleanse you from this, call Jokehova to help you from
that, protection meditation with Rabbi Yehoshua's Shield etc. Soon these
nefarious entities take over to the point that these individuals become devoid of
hope, individuality, and many other things.

https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=2346#p13684


Most of the New Age meditation system is about wiping out a particular part of
the Soul which is necessary to your existence and survival. This is the Ego. When
this is lost, one is officially a dead person by technical standards. The Ego is fed
by the lower chakras, while the over-self is ruled by the higher chakras. Both
need their proper work. Letting the lower chakras rot while overpowering the high
chakras is the most certain way towards permanent insanity, which is exactly
what the New Age system is about. Because the voltage to keep the soul up
comes from the lower chakras, one withers away like a moth or like rust after they
depart this world through the process called 'death'.

In many ways, much work on the higher chakras without proper balanced work
(such as the Hindus do in extreme work of the 3rd eye) can be unnerving and
unsettling. As such, many people end up insane and become like robots
preaching 'love, love, love'. Others just simply go nuts because of not having
proper grounding to reality. Before they understood it, they have been corrupted
by an alien and fake agenda. There is no “universal love”. There is love and there
is hate because both are necessary to keep the world going.

The same is the case for all of the tampered systems of spirituality that have
enemy elements. One always has to accept their programming. Typical here is,
for example, the use of 'hypnosis CDs'. They literally program their mind with
strange and bizarre rules, such as 'all people love me, I am love' and other shit.
Do you want a person with 9 planets in Scorpio, all in Stellium, loving you to
death and beyond as their so-called soul-mate? Might as well program your soul
accordingly. You don't become 'one' forever, and if you find yourself stabbed 20
times then you should blame the stupid Xian programming you were putting in
your mind and nobody else.

Others occasionally come and complain about Angels and other entities
harassing them for a lot of time, even people who are dedicated. Sorry to break it
down to you, but you are definitely responsible for that. For such extensive
harassment to happen, someone has opened a door somewhere, especially if
this crap has been ongoing for many years with direct harassment, seeing these
entities and so forth. One may have made the mistake of dabbling with the
excremental angelic host in a past lifetime, programmed something wrong into
their mind, or one can be extremely suggestible. The only way to defeat this is to
stick to the Gods, tune that filth out, and engage in Satanic meditation. Satanic



meditation will detach you from these parasitic entities in time. The attention to
them must be cut completely.

In the same way Satanists are protected by the Demons, and are guided by
invisible forces (and most of the time, NON INTRUSIVE MEANS), so are people
who have dabbled with the enemy harassed by angels. Because of the obnoxious
nature of these rabbinical thought-forms, they harass the individuals (who are
mostly Gentiles who are clueless) and they wreck their life in a very deep manner.
Then, the sanity goes.

If you pay attention, many homeless individuals are all having a broken mind from
Christianity and similar things. This is not a coincidence; they keep repeating the
biblical meme of the so-called 'love' etc, and some even hold signs like that. The
Christian program has steeped too deeply into the mind, and destroyed them
completely. This is not the only reason, but it definitely sets the lid off on many of
them.

Now, certainly there are many idiots who will, regardless, keep practicing the
enemy’s ‘spirituality’. Others pretend that Judaism, which is masquerading as
"Satanic Teachings", is nothing bad to practice either. This is why you see all
these people being flat out retarded and never making any real progress. They
are always talking and nothing else. They repeat crap which they have read in
books, but they have zero actual knowledge.

Lastly, many trolls and weaktards mention frequently that the JoS is for
'beginners', or other things to merely discredit something superior. For one, the
purpose of meditations is to gradually open you up. After a point, you don't have
to consult the Rabbis, the Judaists, or some other 'occult' Jewish lobby on what
you should be doing - the Gods are supposed to help someone advance.
Ironically, such people also flame the JoS and don't listen to 'us' any more (no
problem by that), but they are so readily 'open minded' to accept any filth they find
online at kikemagick.shit.com

Yes, this is not a legit site. Might as well make it and give instructions on how to
sacrifice people based on the bible in Leviticus. It will become an official fapping
site for the whole of Israel. Crowley will resurrect from his grave, go to Israel, and
give further instruction on how to sacrifice the living. All in kikemagick.shit.com

Anyway, back to the post. One can experiment and do whatever they like.



However, I must bring this warning to people. What you do actually AFFECTS
your soul. If you don't know what you are doing then this is like programming an
aeroplane and flying with 'random settings'. Only that this plane is already flying,
and it's called your soul and life.

As for the trolling comments, to close this post… Of course, when other people
have done the lifting and did the work and you just study it and you know it's from
the Gods, but you decide to troll regardless while never having really advanced…
then the JoS will seem very 'light' to you. I know one who would like to snob/lie
about the Joy of Satan meditations: The Jews. That’s because they know very
well how important the things in there are, while many so-called 'Occultist
Gentiles' have not the faintest idea because they study Jewish crap, which
completely misleads them, after all.

Lastly, the JoS is a middle line, a fixed and unmovable pole, to connect someone
to Satan, the Demons and the Gods. We advance together, but one has full
responsibility of themselves. No matter what is said, this never changes - your
soul work is your own time. Those crybabies who pretend that anyone is
'restricting them' are simply crying, and this is not the case. Nobody does, and
your soul work is your own time, your own responsibility, and your own 'path' no
matter what. To use it properly, wisely, safely and well, is all we tell you that you
must do.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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